
 
 

Basic Info and Tips for a Smooth Arrival in Haiti 
 

 Use the restroom facilities on the plane before landing. 
 Have a few one-dollar bills in your pocket for tipping the porters and the welcoming band. 
 Immigration: You will be staying at: Hôpital Albert Schweitzer, Deschapelles, Haiti. 
 Hold onto your stamped copy of the entry-departure card that Immigration gives back to you as 

you will need it to exit the country. 
 Collect your luggage, go through Customs, exit the airport, and look for someone holding a sign 

saying “Hôpital Albert Schweitzer.” Drivers are not allowed inside so it’s important you go all 
the way outside. 

 It is unlikely but possible the driver is not there. This is due to unforeseen events, such as traffic 
jams. Please call your HAS contact and alert them to the situation. They will get in touch with 
the driver and then get back to you with an estimated wait time. If you don't have a working 
phone, ask another traveler if you can borrow one. Most people are very accommodating in 
this situation.  

 IF you are unable to reach an HAS contact and the driver is not there after an hour, you can 
take a taxi to Visa Lodge. Taxi fare is approximately $15 USD. Don’t take a taxi to Deschapelles. 

 In some other cases, your driver will not bring you directly to HAS. Please be patient as he 
makes other stops. You may be brought to a nearby hotel called Visa Lodge. You can relax there 
while the errands are done, then the driver will return to pick you up and begin the drive to 
Deschappelles. 

 Lost luggage: Fill out a lost baggage claim form for each bag and present your baggage tickets to 
the baggage claim desk. Give the PAP office phone number, listed below. Save your copy of the 
claim form to give to the HAS office in PAP. The staff at the PAP office will pick up your baggage 
when it is found and deliver it to Deschapelles. 

 
 
Important Phone Numbers 
HAS Port au Prince Office (located at 10 Rue Clercine): +509 3890 1703 
Dispatching Office in Deschapelles: +509 3890 1705 
Dispatching Manager, Ricardo Longchamp: +509 3756 3366 
Partnership Facilitator, Angel Hertslet: +509 3158 4019 
Medical Director, Silvia Ernst: +509 3890 1667 
Assistant Medical Director, Herriot Sannon: +509 4798 0098 
CEO, Louis Martin: +509 4825 4923 
 
Note: Once in Haiti, you can dial the phone numbers using only the last eight digits. 


